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Abstract. Investments in financial technology startups have more than tripled over the past five years and the debate has begun as to whether or not brick-and-mortar banks will even exist in the future. (Skan, 2014) This paper will explore the emergence and evolution of cloud computing and its impact on investing. This new trend will incubate a new customer revolution which by the year 2020 and beyond will hatch and breed a new type of banking, saving and investing experience. Eventually, a complete shift will occur and technology will no longer be used to supplement financial advisors. Instead, advisors will be used as a supplementary resource for new technological models. Privacy concerns as well as applicable federal law will also be addressed.
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1 The Evolving Consumer Demographic
Before exploring the technologies that are impacting the financial service industry, we believe it is critically important to analyze the changes occurring in today’s consumer demographic. A changing demographic will result in new standards, demands and expectations for this industry and advisors will have to adjust their products and services to entice the new demographic. Women currently control a majority of the world’s personal wealth with 51.3%, and are expected to receive 70% of the wealth transfers from baby boomers. Another notable change is that the younger generations are becoming increasingly diverse along with an increase in social diversity, specifically with single-parent households and same-sex relationships. (Lynch, 2013) Financial services companies could greatly benefit from using technology and social media to market to the growing demographic of women and minorities, especially with the substantial inheritance that women are expected to receive. That being said, the most significant demographical change for advisors to address will be age, and how to appeal to the technology-loving younger generations. In 2015, the oldest baby boomers will be turning 69 years old and the youngest will be 65 by 2029. The figure below illustrates that by 2020, there will be a significant increase of nearly 20 million people over the age of 60. (U.S. Bureau of the Census Special Reports: Population 60+ by Age:1900-2050) This statistic has two very important implications for financial advisors. First, advisors will need to shift some of their focuses to retirement planning for their baby boomer clients. The second consequence is the intergenerational transfer of wealth that will occur as baby boomers pass their earnings down to the younger generations.

Rothstein Kass found that 86% of heirs in global family offices intend to fire their parent’s financial advisor once they inherited their wealth. (Kuykendall, 2011) As a result, it becomes essential for advisors to not only attempt to secure new younger clients, but also to somehow appeal to their current client’s beneficiaries. This task will prove to be increasingly difficult as millennials mature with a distrust in the financial services industry. The Harris Reputation Quotient currently ranks financial services as the third least trusted industry in the country, behind only the tobacco industry and the government. (Lynch, 2013) With the Recession of 2008-09, the scandals, and the lack of regulation in the industry, it is understandable that many people place a greater trust in technology than in financial advisors. This is a key reason for the recent surge in financial technology, and the authors believe it will
result in a large self-service movement over the next few years.

As a new, younger class of investors are entering the market, they bring with them new goals for their personal portfolios and new demands from the financial services industry. Future consumers will not seek an advisor who makes decisions on their behalf, but rather a company that provides the tools for clients to perform their own research and analytics, in order to make better informed investment decisions. Clients will want to receive information faster, cheaper, and especially with greater transparency. The lack of transparency between clients and advisors is a critical reason for the lack of trust in the industry, and it must be improved if advisors wish to obtain new clients. Consumers are now demanding more transparency with fees and charges from their advisors, as well as the risk/reward trade-offs with their potential investments. Clients will want user friendly tools and models that will clearly state if they invest in X, the potential risks will be Y and the potential rewards will be Z. They will no longer want to schedule an appointment and have to drive to meet their advisors whenever they seek financial advice. The younger generations are being raised with an “I want it, and I want it now,” mentality, which is why technological innovation is so imperative. Emerging technologies will enable consumers to receive information almost instantaneously and will empower users to effortlessly compute sophisticated calculations, thus hopefully improving the quality of their investments. In an era where one in five people own a smartphone and nearly everyone knows how to operate them, it is clear that technological advancements will be essential for the future success of the financial services industry.

2 Saving and Investing

The decision to save can be one of the most important financial decisions an individual can make. Whether someone is saving for a new car, investing for their child’s college education, or saving for retirement, the process can be intimidating and confusing. Questions of how to save money, how much to save, and how to invest are frequently asked. The biggest barriers to saving are high expenses, low income, lack of time, and lack of information (Philios). Investment services often cost more than what people are able or willing to pay. This leaves individuals to find less expensive alternatives for advice such as asking friends and family, reading internet articles, or listening to news pundits. Pieces of advice through these less expensive mediums could help, but it does not create an overall savings or investing plan. Professional advisers and planners can help personalize plans that make sense for individuals.

Over the past several decades personal savings have dropped significantly in the United States. Figure 2 shows the change in personal savings as a percentage of disposable income. Savings, as defined by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, is the portion of personal income that is left over after taxes, and personal consumption expenses. This excess money can be used to save, invest, or hold cash. In 1985, Americans were saving 8.2% of their disposable income. By 2005 savings were at their lowest at 1.5%, and by 2010 they were back to 6.2% (BEA, Alt., 2014). Taking a look at net savings as a percent of gross national income (GNI) tells a slightly different story, as seen in Figure 3. It accounts for savings of total income as opposed to disposable income. In 1965 net savings was 12.7% of GNI, and gradually decreased to -
2.0% in 2009. By the end of 2013 it was back up to 2.4% (BEA, GNI). With a GNI per capita of about $54,000, this translates to roughly $1,300 per person (The World Bank Group, 2014).
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Looking at savings from both disposable income and GNI approaches, we see that the trend has been declining. With a bounce-back in savings rates following the Great Recession, individuals are more aware of the importance of saving and investing. As the landscape of financial services continues to change, questions of how to save and invest get even more complicated. Having credible information from financial professionals can help boost expectations about savings and investing goals. However, the recent financial collapse has left a dark shadow on the industry. Banks have had to regain the trust of consumers while adapting to new regulations. PricewaterhouseCoopers estimates that a new mass of affluent Generation Xers (born between 1964 and 1983), have $7.5 trillion in assets (Hyde, Jain and Lyman, 2013).

3 The Technological Disruptions

“Rather than a mere commodity, data is increasingly viewed as the invaluable business asset it truly is. The reason for this significant shift in perception is that new technological innovations are empowering us to slice, dice, process, manage and correlate data in ways that give it exponentially greater value in the eyes of our clients, allowing them to make more informed investment decisions than ever before.” (Donohue, 2014) This quote from State Street’s Chief Information Officer perfectly illustrates how
technology is changing the way in which people perceive and utilize data to make investment decisions. The technological phenomenon of cloud computing will revolutionize the way in which both advisors and individual investors will compute and share data. But what exactly is cloud computing? Cloud computing is the storing and accessing of data and programs over the internet rather than on a computer’s local hard drive. The cloud allows users to access and share their data wherever and whenever they want. With the push of a button, a user can instantaneously share and synchronize his or her data with other investors, enabling faster and more efficient peer-to-peer collaboration.

Although cloud computing is not new, and has been successfully implemented into several industries already, it is just now starting to breach the financial services industry. Cloud computing can fulfill the consumers’ desire to receive information both quickly and cheaply, in addition to providing more detailed and accurate results. Volume VIII from State Street’s Vision explains how operating in a cloud environment will present clients with a broad range of benefits. For example, cloud computing can provide automation and capacity on demand, an accelerated time to market, and improved client services. Cloud environments also offer advanced platforms for product and service innovations such as custom analytics, risk control and advisory services. Financial service companies that utilize the cloud will be able to provide new products and optimal customer service for their clients. Consumers will have the freedom to check their portfolios from anywhere in the world as long as there is an internet connection. The cloud will provide a new alternative option for consumers seeking financial advice.

Advisors will be able to use the cloud to compute practically an infinite number of investment scenarios that they could upload and immediately send to their clients. Once the cloud is fully integrated into the financial services industry, clients will benefit from improvements in transparency, accessibility, and security of their data as well as better communication with their advisors.

Finance companies perceive converting to cloud computing as one of the top three most important future initiatives for their business. (Gartner, 2013) By 2020, the majority of financial service companies will have transposed their data to the cloud, which will not only reduce the cost of data storage, but also provide the firms with a competitive advantage over the companies using an on premise server.

As previously stated, financial service companies will have to adjust their services and product offerings in order to fulfill the demands of the millennials. The purchasing power of the millennials is growing, making it increasingly important for companies to take advantage of this market. In our opinion, the best method to attract millennials will be for financial institutions to make their product offerings more easily accessible through the use of smartphones. Smartphones play a critical role in the lives of this generation and the number of people who own them is steadily increasing. A study by Zogby Analytics explains that 87% of people said that their cell phone never leaves their side and 80% said that checking their cell phone is the first thing they do every morning. As smartphone technology continues to improve, customers are becoming more reliant on their devices to perform countless different processes. Nearly 60% of millennials believe that in the next five years, everything will be done on mobile devices. (Reichert, 2014) Financial service companies need to utilize the technological innovations on mobile devices to provide their customers with the mobility and convenience that they desire. Several banks are already using this technology for mobile banking, but one in three millennials wish that the industry would adopt more mobile imaging functionality. Bank of America currently has one of the most advanced mobile banking platforms in the industry. Customers have the ability to deposit checks straight into their account simply by snapping a photograph of the front and the back of a check. In addition, the bank offers a feature that allows people to make payments without a debit or credit card, simply by scanning the card image from a smartphone. James B. DeBello, the president and CEO of Mitek said, “Business and banks especially need to offer or enhance their mobile capabilities for picture-based communication if they are going to remain relevant. Millennials and their mobile device cameras will ultimately change commerce from the written word, to a picture-based experience.” (Reichert, 2014) Smartphone capabilities and the camera function are changing the way people bank, and as the technology advances further, customers will no longer need to carry cash or a credit card as long as they have their smartphone on hand.

Developing a mobile platform will be increasingly vital for financial advising companies. The younger generation routinely takes advantage of smartphone technology for research, transactions and bill paying, as well as an alternative option for seeking financial advice. There are hundreds of financial-related applications for smartphones that offer investment advice, portfolio tracking, financial needs calculating, and numerous other financial tools. IPhones have applications for Seeking Alpha, Yahoo Finance, Trade
King and Loyal that investors use daily for research and to keep track of their portfolio. Smartphones enable investors to research and make trades anywhere they go, in addition to improving communication with advisors and other investors. Financial advisors use smartphones to review client accounts, prepare financial plans, and to stay highly connected with their clients. Mobile devices also provide advisors with the ability to enhance their workflow while off site.

Even though there has been a tremendous surge in mobile technology, we are still in the early stages of mobile use within the financial industry. In the years to come, there will be new devices and more integrated applications that will continue to advance the way in which consumers conduct financial decision making, and also will help financial institutions in better serving their clients. Financial services companies must take advantage of the fast-growing mobile technology sector to provide new, convenient services for their clients, and to appeal to the tech-savvy millennials.

The ringleader of financial technology startups is an application called Lending Club. Lending Club is a peer-to-peer online credit marketplace where investors back credit-worthy borrowers in exchange for interest income. The application uses a technology enabled matchmaker to link someone who is seeking a loan with a potential investor, thus eliminating the banks as middlemen. Customers fill out an application and then lending club evaluates the borrower, determines an interest rate and then presents a variety of offers to the investors. The online technology lowers the cost of credit and borrowers benefit from lower interest rates, while investors enjoy solid returns. (Lending Club, 2014) The company launched their initial public offering on December 11, 2014 and the stock price soared 58% on the first day. The success of this IPO shows that people are enthusiastic and confident about the financial technology startup, and Lending Club is paving the way for future startups to enter the market. The company is transforming the banking system to make it more efficient, transparent and customer-friendly; in addition it is providing borrowers with an average savings of 30% on their interest costs.

Another fast-growing industry among the millennials is social media. Sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram have become extremely popular and are used to connect with friends and to stay up to date with current events. New financial technology startups are attempting to bring the social media to the investment world. E-Toro is the world’s leading social investing network that allows investors to connect with each other and discuss, trade, learn, and teach across the network. It allows users to watch the trade activity of other investors and ranks investors based on their number of followers. (E-Torro, 2014) Many people believe that “social trading” as they call it is the future of financial investing as sites like E-Toro connect investors from all over the world into one social network. Covester is an online investment management marketplace that connects users with over 100 portfolio managers and investment strategies. The site advertises low fees, exceptional security, and complete transparency (E-Torro, 2014). The site offers instant connection to successful investors. (Covestor, 2014) Nearly 129 million trades have been conducted on this site and that number is rapidly increasing.

These are merely a few of examples of financial technology startups on the market today and there are numerous others in development. The startups are yet another opportunity for individual investors to receive excellent financial advice and services. The new technologies provide investors with an abundance of tools to become more successful investors, and the startups should certainly be a concern for banks and advising companies. The fact that investments in financial technology startups have tripled over the last five years indicates that entrepreneurs are working towards taking advantage of this changing consumer demographic by creating innovative applications that appeal to the tech-savvy millennials. The emergence of new cloud computing technology and advances in smartphone applications are changing the way consumers obtain and dissect information. Financial institutions must adjust their models in order to implement these innovations and provide a more advanced platform for the consumers. If financial advising companies can successfully integrate these new technologies into their business models, the effect of the many financial technology startups should be minimal on the future of this industry.

In general, cloud computing is an on-demand delivery service for computing resources. It is paid for as it is used, and it is accessed through the internet. (Mell and Grance, 2014) A firm can choose to be on a public cloud, a private cloud, a community cloud, or a hybrid. Three main types of cloud services are software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS). Tables 1 and 2 explain different cloud infrastructures and services.
According to a survey conducted in September 2014 by SAP and analyst firm Ovum, the outlook for cloud technology is very optimistic. Some key highlights from the study found that half of business decision makers foresee increased spending in the next 18 months on SaaS; 80% of IT decision makers view SaaS as enabling rapid response to market opportunities; and 79% agree that SaaS makes it easier for new entrants to the market (SAP News, 2014). Clearly there is an emphasis on transitioning to and increasing the usage of cloud technology.

There are multiple applications that could be converted to the cloud. Non-core applications and business processes such as recruiting, billing and travel management; infrastructure operations, such as data center management, data storage and disaster recovery could also be moved to the cloud. Other core solutions like batch processing, analytics, and reporting applications would also be good candidates (Garg, 2014).

There are some concerns about adapting to the cloud within the financial industry. Security, data privacy, disaster recovery, and regulatory compliance are some of the biggest issues facing the industry (Garg, 2014). These issues are not unique to the cloud computing. Companies with in-house infrastructure and software face many of the same obstacles in ensuring safety as a cloud vendor.

Company IT professionals will still have the task of thwarting hackers and ensuring their systems are up-to-date while responding to market opportunities. This is no different than using a cloud from a vendor. Efforts from groups like the Cloud Security Alliance are conducting research to better understand vulnerabilities of cloud technologies (Cloud Security Alliance, 2014). With better understanding of the risks involved and solutions to problems, security of sensitive data will continue to grow stronger.

### 4 The Financial Advisors’ Response

Consumers will demand information in the future faster, cheaper, and with more transparency, which will be made possible with the advancements in cloud computing and smartphone applications. The millennials will have greater purchasing power in the future as well as a new set of demands from the financial services industry. This generation’s obsession with technology, especially mobile phones, will spur even more financial technology startups and already, several companies have had success as their business models aim to replace the need for banks and personal advisers. So what can advisors possibly do to keep up with the changing environment and not be run out of the industry by technological
advancements?

Advisors first must develop a strategy to help consumers overcome their distrust in the financial industry. Further implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act should increase consumer confidence, but advisors will still have a hefty task at hand to persuade the millennials. Going forward, we believe in the future advisors will place a greater focus on building long-lasting relationships and a better sense of trust with their clients. In order to do this, it is absolutely critical for advisors to create more transparency with their models so the clients are fully aware of the fees and the risks associated with their portfolio. It will become pivotal for advisors to sincerely get to know their clients. For example they should learn about the potential client’s family plan, their occupations, current goals and retirement goals. This will help the advisors form better relationships with the clients as well as enable them to create a portfolio that is perfect for the client’s expectations. Advisors should focus on building this relationship before ever mentioning management fees. In addition, advisors should eliminate or at least lower their minimum asset requirements so a greater number of people could have access to their services.

Financial advisors whose sole purpose is to gather assets to increase their management fees will not be successful in the future, and will most likely lose business to the online marketplace. However, advisors who build excellent client relationships and truly act in the best interest of their clients should continue to be successful. That being said, advisors will have to make several adjustments to respond to this new financial environment, otherwise someday they may be replaced by robots.

As illustrated below, Oxford University performed a study on the jobs that are most likely to be replaced by robots in the future. The study predicts that personal financial advisors have a 58% risk of being replaced by robotic advisors. (Peterson)

![Oxford University data via Bloomberg News, www.businessinsider.com](Figure 4: Jobs at risk of being replaced by robots, Oxford University via Business Insider 2015)

We believe the best way for advisors not to be replaced by technology is to utilize these innovations to make their services more attractive to potential clients. We believe that in the future, someone who wishes to become a financial adviser will not only need a masterful knowledge of the investments industry, but also an exceptional understanding of the technology surrounding it. Advisors should take advantage of the advancements in cloud computing and smartphones to provide the faster and more transparent service that consumers are demanding. With these technologies, advisors can create a platform that allows their clients to instantly view their portfolio regardless of their location. By developing an exceptional understanding of cloud computing, advisors could send their clients a countless number of investment scenarios that could be accessible on any mobile device. The new model’s integrated technology would also allow advisors to work and stay in touch with their clients, even when they are not in the office. It would improve communication tremendously and help the advisors with the ongoing process of maintaining relationships with their clients. Advisors could also take advantage of the high quality cameras in smartphones and tablets if a client wanted to meet face-to-face without driving to the advisor’s office.

No longer will clients only see their advisor once a year and receive a detailed report on their portfolio that they could not possibly understand. The new model could vastly improve the communication and transparency between an advisor and his or her clients, and it will empower advisors to be an easily
reachable asset to all of their clients. We believe that it will be essential for advisors to prove to their clients that they are a necessary asset, by providing value-added services to ensure the success of their portfolios. As customers will become more involved in their investment decisions, successful advisors will be those who do not try to control their clients’ portfolios, but rather make themselves a valuable and always available resource whenever a client needs financial advice. It will also be very important for companies to embrace and develop new technology to provide their clients with tools and services that can provide more value to clients than these financial technology startups.

We do not honestly believe that robotic advisors will ever completely replace personal advisors. People enjoy the human connection and clients would feel more comfortable developing a sincere relationship with an advisor. In addition, personal advisors will always be better at explaining particular circumstances in ways that clients can understand, because not everyone who wishes to invest will be a finance expert. Advisors will also benefit from the fact that far too many Americans are inherently lazy and will not want to play a significant role in making their portfolio decisions. This is another reason why there will be a greater focus on building solid relationships because the people who do not wish to play an active role in their investments will seek an advisor that can truly be trusted with their financial decision-making. Therefore, while some people believe these technological innovations are a threat to the industry, we believe advisors should accept and embrace the technology and implement it into their service models to make them a more valuable asset for their clientele. If advisors can successfully implement this technology to improve their analytics and customer service, along with maintaining excellent client relationships, then the future could certainly be bright for the advising industry. Companies, who fail to integrate new technology into their business models, should witness people using virtual assistants like Siri on the IPhone for financial advice in the future. We have faith, however, that the financial institutions will get with the times and commence taking advantage of new technology in order to help this industry be more successful than ever before.

5 A New Model

Technology has allowed individuals to conduct online research through brokerage sites, blogs, and other news articles. Using those resources defers decision making away from professionals and into the hands of consumers. However, there was, and still is, a problem with that model. Even though people have resources to help them make better decisions with their money, they cannot always make sense of them. Average users do not have the expertise or the time to properly educate themselves on all of their financial and investing issues. Managing a financial portfolio, managing financial priorities, and managing a lifestyle to fit those concerns are not easy to accomplish alone. Thus, decisions will be based on partial or incorrect knowledge. This is why financial professionals are still around. In time with the increase in supply, competition ultimately will usher in lower pricing.

Utilizing advances in technology does have its advantages. Through cloud services - mobile applications on smartphones, tablets, and laptops make it more convenient than ever to manage money. However, there will be three main elements that help competition stand out from the crowd: education, affordability and customization. Education through customer service is the most important element that each business should offer. A recent survey conducted by consulting group Capgemini, found that positive experiences with customers are due to the trust they place in their banks. Adding a human element to help guide people through the technology, helps to build earned trust. So not only will a channel of online services need to be available, but there will also need to be real people to talk to. The roles of financial advisers will evolve from having face-to-face conversations to Skype interactions. Through cloud applications, advisers and consumers will be able to instantly connect, with both having access to the consumers’ financial information.

A noticeable change is that these new businesses do not need a physical location because of a digital shift. Sites like LearnVest allow free services to manage multiple accounts, set and follow personal goals, and track personal expenses. They also have an option to buy a package which allows a real-life financial planner to help individuals and households set targets while keeping tabs on their goals with them. There are options to do this through mobile applications or actually speaking to professionals (LearnVest). The education process is the most important because only through education can people really commence taking control of their finances.
Affordability will be a prerequisite for future generations of investors. Coming off the economic recession in 2008-09, many Americans want to stretch their money. They want to get the best services available while paying the least amount of money for them. Not only is it important for the services to be affordable, but the expenses must be transparent and predictable. Switching over to the cloud businesses will allow companies to compete for prices without sacrificing margins. As operating costs come down, cost savings can also be passed along to consumers. Expenses for consumers can also become more predictable because businesses can determine the average computing power they use, and pay for, with the cloud. Therefore, a flat fee can be charged to customers for them to have full access to their information whenever they need it without worrying about extra charges. New applications and websites comparable to Glassdoor will be available for consumers to compare prices, services, and overall satisfaction, thus creating more market competition.

The third element for businesses is customization. No two people have the same needs, goals, income, or lifestyle. Being able to cater to each person will satisfy these high demands. For example, if an investor wants to diversify his or her portfolio through mutual funds or ETFs, they are stuck with the stocks that are a part of that fund whether or not you like the particular stocks within the fund. Your only decision in that scenario is to either buy the fund or not. With an investing site like Motif, there is more flexibility and customization (Motif Investing). This site allows users to customize stocks and their weights within funds. The education of the individual user will still help dictate the returns earned. That is why Motif also has financial advisers available to talk to in order to come up with the best plans for each investor.

Public accounting firm KPMG categorized four underserved markets, ranging from those who do not use a bank to young adults with little knowledge about financial products. These markets, shown in Table 3 are: the unbanked, rebuilders, work-to-pay, and emerging retail. The unbanked are typically those that are recent immigrants, are hourly workers, prepay for most of their expenses, and only operate through cash or money orders. Rebuilders are those who have recently gone through negative events in their lives such as bankruptcy, divorce or unemployment. The recent events in their lives have depleted any savings they had, and now have limited access to credit cards. Work-to-pay markets are generally part-time workers with low credit scores. They mainly operate on cash and use payday loans for cash flow needs. The fourth category is emerging retail; these people are recent high school or trade school graduates and have limited access to liquidity. They have above normal interest rates, but they are diligent about paying bills on time and dedicated to savings goals. New and strategic approaches are needed to address these market niches. Banks also have an opportunity to establish customer loyalty by aiding them in their personal finances (KPMG, 2011).

These new models of saving and investing will benefit everyone regardless of income level. If an individual has savings goals, free sites like the aforementioned LearnVest are easy to use and can help visualize expenses. All they need is a bank account. The online bank simple.com is completely digital and users have access to 55,000 ATMs (The Bancorp Bank, 2014). If there is a need to talk to a financial planner, new methods will be available to reach certified professionals. Folks living in rural areas may not have the time to travel and meet with an adviser, but it will now be easier and more affordable thanks to the cloud.

6 Financial Technology Startups

Dietz, Khanna, Olanrewaju and Rajgopal (2016) state that financial technology is omnipresent; in fact globally, approximately $23 billion of venture capital and growth equity has been distributed to FinTechs over the past five years, and this number is growing exponentially. These authors state that the present demographic shift is substantial. In the U.S. alone, some 85 million digital millennials are coming of age with more openness than 40 million GenXers who came of age during the dot-com boom and bubble. By 2025, the FinTechs will continue to force lower pricing and force margin compression. Dietz, Khanna, Olanrewaju and Rajgopal believe that the new environment will be distinguished by six distinct characteristics: advantaged modes of customer acquisition; reductions in the cost to serve; innovative uses of data; segment-specific propositions; leveraging existing infrastructure; and managing risk and regulatory stakeholders. They believe that the ultimate test of whether a FinTech company will succeed or fail is whether the six characteristics will help create a new business model – similar to what
inventory meant to Netflix and what storefronts meant to Amazon. It appears that banks will be the new dying dinosaurs.

Table 3. Four underserved markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unbanked</td>
<td>18-40</td>
<td>$12,000 – 35,000</td>
<td>• Hourly workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Paycheck most expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebuilder</td>
<td>30-55</td>
<td>$50,000 – 150,000</td>
<td>• Recent negative event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• At least 1 checking account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-to-pay</td>
<td>18-30</td>
<td>$18,000 – 40,000</td>
<td>• Hourly worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Low credit score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use payday loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging retail</td>
<td>18-26</td>
<td>$25,000 – 60,000</td>
<td>• Recent high school/technical school graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High interest rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Diligent about payments and savings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: KMPG Study 2011

Kappagantula and Kulkarni (2015) believe that the coming of visual technologies in union with artificial intelligence will pave the future with deciphering visually available data and this will create new vistas in computer-aided decision-making. The video analytics market is expected to grow from 2015 to 2020 at an estimated compound annual growth rate of 20.9%. In addition, visual data discovery tool is estimated to grow 250% faster than the rest of the BI market. The future will bring better insights, as well as the ability to store more data at a cheaper cost. Investors will be able to make more accurate predictions, and they will be able to analyze much more data quicker. HSBC has already installed “facial-biometric access control units” in its data centers, and a Danbury, Connecticut based bank already implements facial-recognition technology as well as customer data analytics to help identify fraudulent individuals.

7 Privacy Concerns

Data breaches have appeared to be ubiquitous of late – from credit card companies to even the financial debacle at Target, Inc. Financial Services Firms can be particularly vulnerable especially when millennials want instant access, and they want it on their time frame. Solutions are varied, but one controversial but popular future move is to implement some type of facial recognition technology. Companies are presently using this information for predominately-marketing purposes, but government uses the technology to help combat terrorism.

The report, Facial Recognition Technology: Commercial Uses, Privacy Issues, and Applicable Federal Law, was given to the Subcommittee on privacy, Technology and the Law General Accountability Office in July 2015. There are various laws presently on the books, however many of these laws appear to be outdated. Many privacy advocates want more protection, but as recent breaches have proven, laws do not usually stop criminals from action. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA-1999) was designed to restrict the disclosure of public information. The Fair Credit Reporting Act (1970) supposedly protects the security and confidentiality of personal information. Companies as well as consumers want more surveillance on the criminals. Will the future allow technology to block criminals or will privacy concerns rule the day?

In the GAO report in the summer of 2015, we entertain facial recognition technology (FRT) to block unwarranted users from entering financial services products. Although millennials may want to divulge personal information on Facebook, they have no desire to have their financial information or their money stolen. Most financial experts believe that in the future – and not that far away – it will be feasible to readily and accurately identify by name practically any individual in the world by implanting (FRT). The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), a department of the Commerce agency, is presently addressing privacy issues associated with this technology. The NTIA is
including convening stakeholders to try to develop a voluntary and enforceable code of conduct for industry participants. The GAO report in the summer of 2015, reviews privacy issues involving FRT. This report analyzed four areas of concern: the use of FRT, privacy issues concerning commercial uses of FRT, the proposed best practices and industry privacy policies for FRT, and any privacy protections under federal law that apply to FRT. Privacy concerns are relevant, but the major recent breaches of security including the Target, Inc. fiasco could have been averted with the use of FRT. (GAO Report)

Facial recognition technology (FRT) is one of many biometric technologies – eye scanning being even more effective – which identifies individuals by measuring and analyzing not only physiological characteristics but also behavioral tendencies. These biometric technologies have been created to help identify people analyzing their faces, hands, eye retinas and irises, fingerprints, voice and gait, etc. Conventional identification methods, as usernames, passwords or special cards for entry can dupe the old systems, but various biometric technologies measure distinctions, which are unique to each individual person and cannot be changed easily. (GAO Report)

The GAO Report lists four basic components to an effective facial recognition technology system: obviously a camera, an algorithm to create a face print - called a facial template, databases to store images, and an algorithm to compare the image to the databases of images or a singular image in the main database. This technology is already here, but the public’s concern is more with corporations using the information, as opposed to the government implementing the technology. The Homeland Security of the U.S. government already requires fingerprints to procure a TSA early boarding numbers for airline transportation use. When people, especially the millennials desire safety over privacy, then this technology of the future will be implemented across the board. We personally believe that Facial Recognition Technologies along with other biometric technologies is here to stay, and concerns should be more about companies sharing private data. Consumers can still opt out of allowing corporations permission to share personal information. Biometric Technologies are future resources, which probably will not ultimately be blocked by free but safe governments. The safety concerns in industries such as transportation and financial services are just too great. (GAO Report)

8 Conclusion

The future of financial decision making has met the newest round of emerging technologies. Dealing with the aftermath of the 2008 financial collapse, addressing issues within the financial industry today are more complex than they have ever been for this generation. The emergence of cloud computing is allowing firms to face these complexities. Affordable services, better education, and customization are three elements in which the cloud creates an advantage. The cloud allows businesses lower operating costs, higher customer service, and the ability to respond to new market opportunities at quicker rates. This new customer revolution will breed a new type of banking, saving, and investing experience. The convenience cloud computing brings, fosters an environment for consumers to check their savings goal via smartphone or tablet to make wiser financial decisions. The financial services industry will face many more disruptors in the future, but for now it is fine just to check your phone.

The manner in which the financial service industry handles the millennials and the massive intergenerational transfer of wealth will be essential to the future success of the industry. This changing consumer demographic has ignited a frenzy of changes in the form of technological advancements and financial technology startups. These innovations can either be detrimental to the industry or serve as a source for future stability, if the companies take advantage of technology and use it to better serve their clients. The use of cloud computing and the always improving smartphone technology can help individuals become better investors, as well as enable advisors to become more important assets to their clients. Investors in the future should consider technology, data and advisors as important assets to their financial success. It will become extremely important for advisors to demonstrate to both potential and current clients that they will put their personal interests aside, and truly do what is best for the clients. If advisors can achieve this and help to eliminate the significant distrust in the financial services industry, then the technological innovations will serve as a catalyst to propel the industry to new heights and successes. Financial technology startups are attempting to eliminate the need for banks and advisors, so the industry must continue to advance their own technology and provide services that are more valuable than computer applications. The successful implementation of new technology will improve the
advisor-client relationships and will facilitate more efficient communication, analytics and value-added services. Consumers will benefit from the technological advancements because they will have more access to better information and it will be much more convenient for them to seek financial advice. More technology will disrupt the financial services industry in the future, and it will be pivotal for the industry to take advantage of the innovation to become more attractive for younger potential investors.

Bill Gates once said, “Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and motivating them, the teacher is most important.” (Gates, 2014) This quote is applicable to the disruptive technologies that are changing the financial landscape because even with all of these spectacular innovations, what will always be most important will be the people - the investors. In this scenario, advisors will serve as the teachers, and the new consumer demographic will serve as the children. The financial advising companies should work tirelessly to enlighten the millennials about the importance of saving and investing starting at a young age. They need to teach the younger generations the benefits of starting to save in their twenties rather than in their forties. The goal should be to motivate the millennials to start investing, and when they do, the advisors will be waiting with open arms to begin building lasting relationships that will help the clients meet their financial needs. These companies must reach out to millennials to inspire them and inform them that with the help of the financial advisors, anyone has the potential to achieve the financial stability that every single person desires. The industry must be able to inspire the millennials to potentially utilize their technological skills to become more successful investors than ever before. We are in the midst of an exciting revolution that will change how consumers will conduct financial decision making as well as how financial institutions serve their clients. The impact of the changing consumer demographic and the disruptive technologies cannot be underestimated, by the year 2020, and beyond, we will witness a more efficient and better-trusted financial services industry.

Rolfe Winkler and Telis Demos (2016) in a WSU article state that Stripe, Inc., who utilizes their business software to help companies to take and track digital payments, will be valued at over $9.2 billion. According to their article, Stripe, Inc. was already valued more generously than most U.S. “FinTech” startups such as Betterment Holdings, Inc. and Social Finance, Inc. Most of Stripe’s volume is generated by online transactions, and it is estimated that fifty percent of all U.S. internet users have made a payment through a merchant using Stripe. This is amazing considering Patrick and John Collison - Irish brothers who both dropped out of college before graduating from MIT and Harvard respectively - founded it just six years ago. Recently the firm created Radar, which is a service incorporating transaction data to uncover fraudulent payments. If we add facial recognition technology to concepts like Radar, then safety can be assumed with an incredibly high rate of confidence.

Stripe is just one amazing example of a “FinTech” company that is altering the financial landscape, but there are many other startups, which are taking convenience and safety to the next level. John Rampton (2016) who is both an investor and entrepreneur talks about various “FinTech firms” which could be part of his Vision 2020. These various firms are altering the way and method of how money is changing hands, creating a much quicker way to improve how transactions between two entities complete their business with each other. Some of the examples John Rampton list can be quite significant in changing the future financial landscape. Notable examples would be Bill.com which is a digital payment platform uniting businesses with banks and AVOKA which promises “Frictionless” digital sales and service. BillGuard is a mobile application which tracks your spending, and guards against fraud, while JUMIO Inc., permits small businesses to scan cards in real time, or to check on possible fraud. Transfer Wise, Inc. allows for the transferring of money abroad without the unnecessary bank fees. It is estimated that Transfer Wise can save you up to 90 percent, and the service is so popular with ex-patriots that even Richard Bronson has been reported to have invested in the firm. Some of the new investors are wanting to spend and send currency more quickly and efficiently, and if we incorporate upcoming technology like facial recognition technology, we can add the ultimate goal of safety.

There must be a transformation in the way financial advisors charge for their advice. According to Jason Zweig, you pay as little as .25 percent up to 2 percent or more annually on your assets managed. For less than 1 percent annually, you can construct your own portfolio of exchange-traded funds (ETFs) encompassing every conceivable worthwhile investment on the globe. In addition, online “robo-advisor” services will professionally manage ETF portfolios for you for less .25 percent or less.

Although you may need more advice on things other than baskets of assets (e.g., savings, managing debt, estate taxes, charitable giving, etc.), most financial advisors do not presently charge separately for
it. As Jason Sweig states – your doctor doesn’t automatically take a percentage of financial assets for keeping you well, nor does your accountant charge you a percent of your taxable income for preparing your return. Does your attorney charge you 1 percent of your wealth for drafting your will? Financial advisors should charge fees like everyone else does. As Mr. Sweig correctly states, only when financial advisors commence to transparently price their services, will the investor begin to know how valuable these services are.
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